Shibatar Inu
Flaming Litepaper
Naughty & Decentralized Meme Token

Just as Satoshi Nakamoto made Bitcoin, Shibatar Inu was developed by anonymous developer
Tiger Musk. Tiger Musk is neither the first Tiger Mask, who made his debut in the New Japan
Pro-Wrestling ring in 1981, nor Elon Musk, a prominent entrepreneur as well as a prominent
crypto influencer. Tiger Musk is just a pops. Tiger Musk fell in love with Shiba Inu's
decentralized ecosystem. However, he regretted the fact that I had purchased $ 100 in January
2021 and had reached $ 53 million at one point. When Tiger Musk fell in love with the Shiba
Inu ecosystem and entered Shiba Inu, the price of Shiba Inu was already soaring, but at the
same time, Tiger Musk, who was a big fan of Shibatar, referred to the Shiba Inu ecosystem.
Tiger Musk decided to make Shibatar Inu by meming Shibatar.
Shibatar, a well-known and lovable fighter and YouTuber in Japan, is struck and strong. His
attitude to move forward even if he burns gives great courage to the fans. The attitude of
fighting against Kubo, who is a strong opponent while having great pressure at RIZIN on
December 31, 2021, really gave us courage. Shibaarmy is a member of a community that is a
big supporter for the Shiba Inu community, but such a figure of Shibatar will be a strong
support for Shibatararmy. Army must be strong as the word says. Shibatar Inu, like the original
Shibatar, is determined to move forward without worrying about it, although it may not stop
and sometimes burn.
Shibatar Inu tokens are deflationary tokens that burn tokens on a transaction-by-transaction
basis, gradually reducing total supply and helping to increase the rarity of Shibatar Inu. In the
future, shibagtar inu aims to build an ecosystem like DAO, which is a decentralized
organization. In other words, it's a style of proposing and approving plans to the community.
We will make proposals such as Shibatar NFT, ShibatarVerse, and Shibatar DeFi, but it is a
style to build such an ecosystem in the entire community. Community power is essential for
Shibatar Inu to carry out zero kills.
In the martial arts industry where Shibatar are active as a player, many famous players are
active and it is a big trend in Japan, and Tigere Musk hopes that many memes will be born
from Shibatar Inu. For example, Asakura Inu. There are many other stars. However, the first
start should be Shibatar, which has something in common with Shiba Inu. With a long white
paper to be released later, Shibatar Inu hopes to start with a litepaper and create a community
that is easy for you to understand. Wanted, Shibatararmy!

